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Radiation and Geology
Figure 3: On the left is an
aerial gamma ray survey
of our modeling area in
north central Arizona near
Cameron, on the right is a
satelite image of the same
area. Much of the field
area is on the Navajo
reservation and has been
historically mined for
uranium. The effect of the
basaltic lava flow on the
background
radiation
(yellow arrow) is clearly
visible.

Collecting Existing Geochemical Data
Figure 4: USGS Geologic
map(1) of the study area. Red
points are uranium mines, blue
points are soil chemistry data
points, and purple points are
bedrock geochemical data
points collected from national
databases such as the USGS,
IEDA, and GeoROC; uranium
mining companies such as DIR
Exploration; and scientific
literature.
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Value of Using Buffers

-In 1975 an aerial gamma ray survey was started of
the US by the Atomic Energy Commission called the
National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE)
Survey
-The purpose of this survey was to look for new uranium resources

Th ppm

Figure 5: Example geochemical data for Pkh (limestone,
Harrisburg Member, Kaibab
Fm), includes histograms and
statistics of U, K, Th value. For
units with multiple data points
the median value was chosen
to represent the unit.
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Figure 7: This map shows the NURE Survey data
points in and around our modeling area.

Geochemical Modeling Results
AMS vs Geochemical Model
10
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Figure 8: This figure displays the AMS aerial
gamma ray survey data for Tbpb, a basalt flow.
The red arrows indicate a low exposure rate
halo on the edge of this unit. To attempt to
mitigate this effect a 50 meter buffer of points
was taken from all geologic map boundaries.
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Point to Point Comparison: AMS and NURE
Diﬀerence
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-Data was collected from national databases, private
companies, scientific literature and field work
-Data points evaluated for self consistency
-A model is created by converting concentrations of U, K,
and Th for each rock and soil unit into a ground exposure
rate using the following equation:
D=1.32 K+ 0.548 U+ 0.272 Th(5)
-Compare the original aerial gamma ray survey to the model
-Improve the method and learn the constraints
AMS Aerial Gamma Ray Survey(6)

Drainage Basins

Remote Sensing Models

-Alluvial units are difficult to model due to their
heterogeneity and compositional variation from
north to south within the modeling area
-Drainage basins should separate alluvial units
based on source rock instead of age
-Basins are used to create models for alluvial units
only

Initial Model from Geochemistry

ASTER visualizations
used to make NUREbased models of
TRcp and TRcs. Both
units are U-bearing
and difficult to model.
We are attempting to
separate the many
different lithologies
present in both units.
Figure 10a: Extent of TRcs and TRcp
-Success is now defined by improving on the
geologic unit NURE model, especially with
regards to homogeneity.
-TRcp AMS standard deviation: 2.43
-TRcs AMS standard deviation: 1.98
-Average standard deviation for all units: 1.19

Figure 9a: This map shows the drainage basins
occuring in the modeling area drawn from the Little
Colorado River and topographic maps.
9b

Figure 6: Both the survey and the model have a sliding scale
from blue, representing low exposure rate, to red,
representing high exposure rate. This is a qualitative
comparison of overall similarities in the NSTec Aerial Gamma
Ray Survey and the initial model from geochemical data
Pink Arrow: Shows an alluvial fan that is cooler than the bed
rock around it in both the model and survey
Black Circle: Displays that in both map and model the west
has overall higher exposure rates than the east
Red Arrow: Shows another set of alluvial fans that are cooler
than the bedrock around them in both the model and map
Purple Arrow: Displays discrepancy between the model and
the map. In the map, the outside of the Black Point basalt
flow is cooler (blue) than the inside (green). In the model
the outside (orange) is hotter than the inside (yellow).

9c

Figure 9b: This map
shows the alluvial units
sorted by basin, creating
19 new alluvial units
Figure 9c: NURE data
points in white used for
the basin model
Figure 9d: AMS data
points used as a
standard for comparison
to the basin model
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Figure 9b: This graph shows the point to point
difference in exposure rate of the AMS and
NURE data. The gaussian distribution is
centered on an exposure rate 0.972 microR/hr.
This systematic offset is being adjusted for by
adding 0.972 microR/hr as a constant to NURE
exposure rates.
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Figure 9c: This graph compares the exposure rate measured by AMS for each geologic unit to the exposure rate
predicted by our NURE model with a 50 m buffer. All points
are within or just outside the shaded yellow desired range.
The inset map shows units within the desired range in
blue, and units outside of the desired in red. This is our
most successful model so far.

Figure 9d: This graph compares the exposure
rate measured by AMS for each geologic unit to
the exposure rate predicted by our Basin Model
with NURE data. While not as successful as the
NURE buffer model, this model is still very promising and may end up being pertinent in other
study areas.

-Project visualization to GCS WGS 1984
-Crop visualization to TRcs and TRcp
-Class visualization into 5 classes for each
TRcs and TRcp, creating a possible 10
classes
-AMS and NURE data sorted into the classes
-Compare AMS data and NURE model

Figure 10b: 2-6-10 ASTER band combination
used to discriminate rock alteration
Figure 10c: Close up of 2-6-10 classes overlain
on satellite imagery. Hill crests are green, while
hill slopes are purple, displaying the relationship
between the classes and geology.
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Figure 9a: This graph compares the exposure
rate measured by AMS for each geologic unit
to the exposure rate predicted by our
geochemical model. The shaded yellow area
is our desired range (±1 microR/hr), which
contains only two data points. The inset map
shows in red the units outside the range and in
blue the units inside the range.
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Figure 2: AMS Helicopter with
gamma ray detectors attached
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-Measures radioactive isotopes in the environment
-Fly areas with 200-400 m
spacing
-Low flying
-NaI Scintillation detectors
-Collect gamma rays from:
-Cosmic sources
-Equipment
-Radionuclides in
atmosphere
-K, U, Th in rock and soil
-Human sources
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AMS Aerial Gamma Ray Survey(5)
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Figure 1b: Decay chain from unstable
Uranium-238 to stable Lead-206
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-Is the arrow pointing to an
extension of the radiation
plume or an effect of
geology?
-When it’s your home this
distinction becomes
important
-Currently to differentiate
there must be an aerial
gamma ray survey of the
area before the disaster
occurred

-Radiation occurs naturally
in bedrock and soil
-Gamma rays are released
from the decay of the
radioactive isotopes K,
U, and Th
-Gamma rays observed at
the surface come from
the first 30 cm of rock
and soil
-Energy of gamma rays is
specific to each isotope,
allowing identification
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Rock Unit Geochemistry

Radiation in the Environment

Figure 1a: NNSA aerial gamma
ray survey of Fukushima Daiichi(8)
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